We report the nanoscale bandgap engineering via a local strain across the inhomogeneous ferroelectric interface, which is controlled by the visible light-excited probe voltage. Switchable photovoltaic effects and spectral response of the photocurrent were explored to illustrate the reversible bandgap variation (~0.3 eV). This local-strain-engineered bandgap has been further revealed by in-situ probe-voltage-assisted valence electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). Phase-field simulations and first-principle calculations were also employed to illustrate the large local strain and the bandgap variation in ferroelectric perovskite oxides. This reversible bandgap tuning in complex oxides demonstrates a framework to understand the optical-related behaviors (photovoltaic, photo-emission, and photo-catalyst effects) affected by order parameters such as charge, orbital and lattice.
INTRODUCTION
andgap engineering of semiconductors has attracted people's interests for the past decades due to the emerging quantum phenomena 1-2 and the applications in photocatalysis 3 , solar cells 4 and other optoelectronic devices (e.g., photoemitters 5 , photodetectors 6 and photomodulators 7 ). The bandgap of semiconductors can be successfully engineered by employing quantum confinement effects 1-2 , chemical doping 8 , epitaxial strain [9] [10] , bending effects (freestanding carbon nanotube 11 and MoS2 monolayer 12 etc.) or hetero-structures [13] [14] . However, a reversible control of the bandgap under the external stimulus in integrated semiconductors may be challenging. Therefore, the exploration of bandgap engineering in new material systems is highly desired. In strong correlated materials, the optical band structures are coupled with other order parameters, where the bandgap could be modulated under external stimuli (stress, optical excitation and electric/magnetic fields etc.).
Multiferroic perovskite oxides exhibit the coexistence of ferro/piezoelectricity, magnetism and ferroelasticity due to the strong correlation between lattice and other degrees of freedom (e.g., charge, orbital and spin), which provide people potential candidates to study the electronic and optical properties under the application of external stimuli. Dong et al. and Wang et al. examined bandgap change in ferroelectric BiFeO3 (BFO) 15 and KNbO3 16 via a giant external compressive strain. Although such a large strain (over several percent) cannot be realized in bulk crystals in practice, these studies theoretically demonstrate that the electronic band structures in ferroelectric materials could be reversibly modulated by a compressive mechanical stimulus. Therefore, it gives us a strong push to find a way to reversibly input a large external controllable strain (compressive) in ferroelectric oxides without breaking the crystals.
The distinct structural deformation and the consequent large local strain in multiferroic materials can be achieved by the application of a mechanical force 17 or electric field [18] [19] on the nanoscale probe. This probe-assisted large local strain can be reversibly achieved without breaking the crystal due to the gradual release of internal stress. In this work, we explored the reversible nanoscale bandgap tuning via a local strain across the inhomogeneous ferroelectric interface, which is controlled by the visible light-excited probe voltage. Switchable photovoltaic effects and spectral response of the photocurrent were explored by photoexcitation-assisted atomic force microscopy (P-AFM) technique to illustrate the reversible bandgap variation (~0.3 eV). This local-B strain-engineered bandgap has been further revealed by in-situ probe-voltage-assisted valence electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). Phase-field simulations and first-principle calculations were also employed to illustrate the large local strain and the bandgap variation in ferroelectric perovskite oxides.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A good ferroelectric model system. With a high ferroelectric and antiferromagnetic transition temperature (i.e., TC = 830 ℃ and TN = 370 ℃) 20 , BFO thin films with a rhombohedral (R)-like phase grown on 001-oriented SrTiO3 (STO) substrates were used as a model system in this study. The intrinsic optical bandgap of BFO is ~2.7 eV 21 , which exhibits efficient photovoltaic effect within visible light region [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . In order to carry out the photo-electronic measurement, an epitaxial SrRuO3 (SRO) was inserted as bottom electrodes. The topography, crystal structure, thickness and ferroelectric properties of the thin films were characterized with contact-mode AFM, X-ray diffraction (XRD), cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM), which can be seen in supplementary Fig. S1 . The detailed growth conditions, XRD, SEM characterizations, scanning-probe measurements and poling process of ferroelectric thin films can be seen in Materials and Methods.
A probe voltage induced by visible light-excitation at the probe/film interface. Local ferroelectric switching behaviors with the presence of visible light at the probe/film interface were studied to explore the interaction between the visible light and the local ferroelectric polarizations, which can be seen in Fig. 1(a) . Fig. 1(b) shows the schematic of experimental setup for the local piezoresponse measurement. Firstly, a 180° out-of-plane polarization switching was acquired in BFO thin film to obtain the local switching bias (-1V and +2.8V respectively) without the illumination (black curve). When a visible light was applied at the probe/film interface, the switching bias reduced to -0.4V and +1.6V (red curve) respectively and then totally recovered respectively. Compared with the capacitor structure ( Fig. 2(d) ), there is a large local strain in BFO thin film with out-of-plane downward polarizations in the point-contact geometry ( Fig. 2(e) ), which is induced by the light-excited probe voltage with opposite direction compared with the polarizations. This probe-voltage induced local strain can be expected to tune the local band structure.
To further confirm this observation, in-situ probe-voltage-assisted valence EELSs were carried out in the point-contact geometry (Fig. 3) . High resolution TEM image ( Fig. 3(a) ) indicates the high quality of the epitaxial thin films. Fig. 3(b) illustrates the in-situ experimental set-up, where a point-contact geometry was designed. The bandgap was derived by extrapolating the energy loss intensity from the onset region using a linear function 32 . Compared to the case of zero probe bias, the bandgap was decreased by 0.36 eV when a voltage of 1V (upward) was applied on the nanoscale probe as shown in the magnified part of Fig. 3(c) , where the out-of-plane components of the polarizations were downward. This result further demonstrates the probe voltage can induce the local strain 19 , which assists the tuning of local band structure in the ferroelectric thin films with point-contact geometry. To further clarify this strain effect on the bandgap of R phase-like BFO, density functional theory (DFT) calculations were carried out as shown in Fig. 4(e) . The calculations predicted the bandgap was 2.38 eV 33 at the ground state and decreased with the increasing compressive strain along [001] direction (green curve in Fig. 4(e) ). However, since our GGA + U calculation underestimated the bandgap by 0.33 eV compared with experimental value 21 , we shift the curve upward by this amount, as seen in the red curve of Fig. 4(e) . The bandgap of BFO decreased ~0.12 eV when a -5.3% strain was applied along the [001] direction, which is consistent with our experimental observation of the bandgap drop from the spectral response of Isc (Fig. 2(c) ) and insitu EELSs (Fig. 3(c) ) in BFO thin films with point-contact geometry, where a probe voltage (~1V, upward) was applied to induce the large local strain (~ -5.3%) as can be seen in the phase-field simulations ( Fig. 4(a) ). The detailed calculations and the evolution of the band structure of BFO thin film under different strains can be seen in Materials and Methods and Fig. S7 .
In addition, the effect of contact force between the nanoscale probe and film surface has been taken into consideration. The magnitude of the contact force (75 nN) was extracted from the force curve as shown in Fig. S8 , which would induce ~0.25 GPa stress (σ) in BFO thin film at the contact point considering the contact area (300 nm 2 28 ). The detailed measurement of the contact force can be seen in Materials and Methods. Taking into account the Young's modulus (E, ~169 GPa 34 ) of R-phase BFO, the local strain (ε) generated by the contact force can be calculated as ε = σ/E = 0.25 GPa/169 GPa ≈ 0.1%, which is much less than the local strain (~5.3%) generated by the visible light-excited probe voltage. Therefore, the contact force between the nanoscale probe and the film surface will take negligible effect on the local strain and the consequent bandgap variation.
CONCLUSION
To summarize, we demonstrated a reversible nanoscale bandgap engineering via a large local strain across the inhomogeneous ferroelectric interface, which is controlled by the visible lightexcited probe voltage. This phenomenon has also been examined experimentally by in-situ probevoltage-assisted EELSs. Phase-field simulations and first-principle calculations further illustrate the large local strain and the consequent bandgap drop in the ferroelectric perovskite oxides. This nanoscale bandgap tuning may help to better reversibly control the optical-related behaviors in complex oxides and provide the potential applications in next-generation optoelectronic devices.
Materials and Methods
Materials. BFO thin films were grown on (001)-oriented STO substrates with SRO bottom electrodes using pulsed laser deposition (PLD). The growth temperature was maintained at 700 °C , and the working oxygen pressure was 15 Pa for both BFO and SRO thin films. For all films, a growth rate of 2.5 nm/min and a cooling rate of 5 °C/min under an oxygen atmosphere were used.
A laser energy density of 1.2 J/cm 2 and a repetition rate of 3 Hz were used during the deposition.
The thickness was controlled as ~30 nm and ~120 nm for BFO and ~20 nm for SRO thin films, respectively. The measurement of local I-V curves with/without optical excitation. The local I-V curves were characterized with P-AFM, which composed with conductive atomic force microscopy (C-AFM) and a solar simulator with the power of 100 mw/cm 2 . During the measurements, the contact force between the probe and film surface is ~30 nN 17 , which would induce negligible strain and bandgap change 15 in the BFO thin film.
Scanning
Construction of capacitor structures. Circular gold electrodes (radius, ~5 μ m) were fabricated on top of the BFO thin films by e-beam lithography using an JEOL JBX-6300FS system.
The positive Zep520A photoresist was spin coated on top of the BFO thin films. After exposure using the e-beam writer, the development was carried out in a ZED-N50 developer. Then the sample was rinsed with isopropyl alcohol and dried by nitrogen gas. At last, a 40-nm-thick gold layer was sputtered as the top electrodes using a lift-off process.
The measurement of wavelength-dependent photocurrent in the large-area capacitor and point-contact geometry. The wavelength dependent Isc was characterized by P-AFM in largearea capacitor and point-contact geometry with the intensity of ~15 mW/cm 2 in each wavelength.
The general intensity of the optical absorption obtained from the point-contact geometry (red curve in Fig. 3(a) ) is weaker than the counterpart from the capacitor structure (black curve in Fig. 3(a) ) due to the much smaller accumulated area for photo-excited carriers.
Phase-field simulations. Ferroelectric polarization switching in BFO thin films was simulated using the phase-field model by solving the time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau (TDGL) equation for the temporal evolution of the polarization vector field,
where ( , ) is the polarization, is a kinetic coefficient that is related to the domain wall mobility, and is the total free energy that includes contributions from the Landau energy, elastic energy, electric energy, and gradient energy.
Detailed descriptions of the total free energy F were presented in some depth in our previous publication 35 . The strain tensor trace (Σ| − ′ |) was calculated to estimate the inhomogeneous strain variation 36 . The Landau, elastic and electrostrictive coefficients used are described in the reference 37 . The equation was solved by a semi-implicit Fourier spectral method using a discreet grid of 256 Δx × 1 Δx × 128 Δx (Δx is the number of grid points and equals to 1 nm in this work) with the periodic boundary conditions along x and y directions in the film plane. A thin film was calculated by applying short-circuit boundary conditions in both film surfaces as described in detail in our previous publications 35, 38 . The thickness of 30 -120 nm was used for the BFO thin films which was consistent with the experimental counterparts. When a photovoltage (Voc) was applied, the distribution of the electric potential on the top surface was approximated by a Lorentz distribution 36 ,
where r is the lateral distance from the cone-shaped tip and is the half-width at half-maximum. Force curves characterization. Force curves were carried out to achieve an accurate contact force between the nanoscale probe and sample surface. Figure S8 direction.
